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Could Be Should Be

Hiring the Right Teacher
One of the Most Important
Responsibilities of a Principal

by Henry Contant
I’ve been told that the greatest legacy principals leave behind them is the staff
they have hired and molded into a cohesive, visionary team. After almost thirty
years in Christian school administration, I couldn’t agree more. Of all the decisions
that principals make, determining who to hire or not hire is among their most
important responsibilities.
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I was blessed to serve as principal in a school system that grew rapidly and
required the hiring of several new teachers each year for over a decade. Amid
the countless decisions I made during those years, some of the most satisfying
and rewarding were the hiring of terrific teachers, administrators, and support
staff. Conversely, among the most painful obligations of school administration
has been having to deal with the aftermath of poor hiring.

Every Child Belongs

Admittedly, even though I’d invest as much as twenty to thirty hours into the
hiring of a specific teacher and worked closely with an education committee that
shared in the responsibility, we still didn’t always get it right. Sometimes even the
most prayerful and careful hiring decisions did not work out in the long term.
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Hiring the Right Teacher One of the Most
“Are you sure this is the best candidate
possible, because we may be making
a million dollar decision tonight?”
A board member once questioned my recommendation to the
school board with regards to the extension of a contract to a
new teacher. He said, “Are you sure this is the best candidate
possible, because we may be making a million dollar decision
tonight?” What he meant was that any teacher who works at
the school for twenty years will likely earn over one million
dollars. In fact, given today’s salaries and benefits, it may be
closer to a two million dollar investment if the teacher hired
remains on your staff for their entire teaching career.

Todd Whitaker, in his book What Great Principals Do Differently
-18 Things that Matter Most (2012), focuses on two basic ways
to improve your school. First, improve the teachers you have,
and second, hire better teachers. He suggests that “a principal’s
single most precious commodity is an opening in the teaching
staff. The quickest way to improve your school is to hire great
teachers at every opportunity.”1
It has been my observation that some principals look for candidates who are deemed a good match, teachers who will fit in
and become like their school. Whitaker goes on to say that “great
principals have a different goal: to have the school become
more like the new teacher”.2 Do you hire a teacher simply for
today’s classroom vacancy or for tomorrow’s vision of where you
believe Christian education needs to be going?

A principal’s single most
precious commodity is an
opening in the teaching staff.
Although previous teaching experience in a Christian school and
having an advanced degree may be important hiring considerations, we all know that experience alone is not an indicator
of the better teacher. A ten-year teacher might really only have
one year of experience simply repeated ten times, whereas
another truly has ten years of teaching experience. An outstanding teacher who is a few courses short of a Master’s degree may
not be deemed as the strongest candidate when decisions are
based on arbitrary HR qualifications, but yet may be by far the
best candidate. I believe the essential variable in hiring is the
teacher’s talent.
I define teacher talent broadly. To me, talent means the total
package: love of God, love of students, bright and discerning
mind, servant heart, positive attitude, teachable spirit, life-long
learner, understanding of how to integrate a biblical worldview,
great work ethic, a deep passion for the difference a Christian
education can make, congenial personality, insightful leadership
skills, and seeing the use of technology as a means to enhance
student learning.
Often the best predictor of future performance is past performance. Therefore, it perplexes me that some schools still hire
experienced teachers and principals without running careful
reference checks. (At the end of this article is a link to a sample
reference check form that you can download and use.)
Once a dynamic new teacher has been hired, it’s tempting to
wonder how to spread their insight, energy, perspective and
excitement to the other teachers. However, a principal’s first
challenge may well be to keep newly hired teachers enthusiastic.
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Important Responsibilities of a Principal
Most teachers are full of energy when they first start out. If all of
them could sustain that drive, principals wouldn’t be working
so hard to improve the teachers they have. Effective principals
have learned that although maintaining a new teacher’s level
of energy is a challenge, at least momentum is on their side. By
contrast, restoring the enthusiasm of a jaded teacher can be like
pushing stones uphill. Great principals hire dynamic teachers
and strive to keep them that way. 3
Exceptional principals consistently value teachers because they
do the right thing for the students and the school, not merely
because of seniority or other arbitrary factors. Naturally, we
ought to recognize and value our senior teachers. If we fail to
do this, we can quickly lose credibility. But effective leaders base
their decisions on each individual teacher’s effectiveness and
contribution. If we have to wait for teachers to become veterans
before making full use of their talents and gifts, they may well let
their efforts flag, confine their energies to their classrooms, or go
somewhere else where they can make a difference. There must
be no pecking order in our schools. 4
In my many visits to Christian schools throughout the province,
it remains an absolute joy and inspiration to see so many
dedicated principals, teachers, and support staff pour their
lives and energy into making our Christian schools outstanding learning environments for our children and teenagers.
Their modeling of Christian character, integrity, behaviour, and
perspective affirms that every dollar spent on Christian school
tuition is well worth it. Thousands of parents are grateful to God
for Christian school teachers who teach, coach, and counsel their
children and teenagers on a daily basis.
Yet, imagine how quickly your teachers and school will improve
if each new teacher you hire is your school’s best teacher.
Who will you issue a new contract to this coming school year?
Henry Contant (contant@twu.ca)
is the SCSBC Executive Director

To assist you with your hiring process, here are editable
forms for reference checks and interview questions.
Teacher Reference Check Form
newsletter.scsbc.net/Teacher-Reference-Check.doc

Intention Forms

How Should They Be Used?
Many SCSBC school boards institute the practice of
issuing intention forms to current staff members
(teachers and support staff ) each January. These
forms ask staff members to indicate their employment
intentions for the following school year, so that the
principal and school board can plan and advertise
accordingly. Staff members are typically asked to
indicate one of the following:
 I am planning to continue my employment at
______________ Christian School next year.
(Position will not be advertised for the 2014-15
school year.)
 I am uncertain if I will continue my employment at
______________ Christian School next year.
(Position will be advertised as a possible opening
until April 15, 2014.)
 I definitely am not planning to continue my
employment at _____ Christian School next year.
(I will provide the Board with a letter of resignation
no later than April 15, 2014, so that the Board will
be able to advertise the position, and extend a new
employment contract any time after April 15, 2014.)
 I would like to consider a change to my current
teaching assignment next school year.
(I would like to discuss this further with my principal)
Intention forms serve a useful purpose in that they
provide school boards and principals with helpful
information as they prepare to post their employment
opportunities for the upcoming school year. They also
provide teachers and support staff the opportunity
to express their employment preferences early in the
planning process for the new school year.

Teacher Interview Questions Form
newsletter.scsbc.net/Teacher-Interview-Questions.doc

All references for this article can be found on The Link Online.
Please go to www.newsletter.scsbc.net and navigate to this title.
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Could Be Should Be
Who’s doing the dreaming?

by Bill de Jager

remain, of course, but new dreams and visions for its implementation are needed. That is why our school boards are encouraged
Who, saturated with the Spirit, is proclaiming prophesies,
to be 20/80 boards with a 20% focus on the what is; 80% on the
1
dreaming dreams, and seeing visions?
could be, rather than 80/20.
Who among us is constantly considerVisions are birthed when school So, what could be? What should be?
ing what could be and what should be
rather than just managing what is?
communities wrestle with the gap Here are some starters:
yy Could it be that we desperately need
Who are our irritating insisters? Who
between the practiced and the to protect God’s gift of curiosity, delight,
are posing the questions and visually
desire, when they ask different awe and imagination from wilting
painting the possibilities that many of us
beyond Grade 5 for some of our
don’t dare to hear or see? Are they our
types of questions, truly seeking away
students? Wolterstroff deeply believes
sons and daughters? Our old men and
greater insight and wisdom.2
that very much of what goes on in
women? Our school board members and
schooling consists of making available
students? Our principals and pupils?
to students delights and satisfactions which otherwise would
Are we hearing their voices? Following their dreams? Living
not be available. ... Schooling, well conducted, expands the
their visions?
range and depth of delight available to a human being.3
Or are we comfortable and content just managing yesterday’s
yy Should it be that our schools are to be learning spaces rather
dreams of Christian schooling, unwilling to accept the fact that
than teaching spaces?
without new dreamers, our schools may soon wither away?
yy Could it be that learning should allow for a school … to be a
Undoubtedly, we all want our schools to flourish. That’s why
healing experience, for students and teachers alike? What we as
our visionary dreamers are such important initial catalysts. Yet,
teachers must sadly admit is that, for many children, school is
initial only, for vision is not the province of the gifted few. Visions
less a healing experience than what they need to heal from.4
are birthed when [school communities] wrestle with the gap
yy Should it be that our Christian schools focus much more on the
between the practiced and the desire, when they ask different types
need for life-long discipleship – the celebration of shalom and
of questions, truly seeking greater insight and wisdom. 2
the lament of its absence?5
Consider dreams.
yy Could it be that we must enlarge our learning tents, stretch
our admissions wider, not hold on to exclusivity, lengthen our
Some dreams fall on the hard soil of life and never get off the
mission cords, and strengthen our stake in the hearts, minds
ground. Perhaps it was too much imagination and not enough
and hands of many more than just the 10,000 BC students that
initiative.
we currently house?6
Some dreams, tenderly nurtured in the hearts, heads and hands
And I am sure that there are many more.
of truly passionate people, become small seeds of reality eager
to grow. But those seeds need watering. Providentially, money
So what’s stopping us? Being afraid of being afraid.
always follows the dreams and visions embedded in passionMost of the things we avoid are avoided because we’re afraid of
ate people; it’s what money desires to do. With impassioned
being afraid. The negative outcomes that could actually occur due
followers and money, with the inexplicable meddling of the Holy
to speaking up in class, caring about our work product, interacting
Spirit, those dreams flourish and grow. With constant care, those
with the boss – there’s not a lot of measurable risk. But the fear ...
dreams can be sustainable for incredibly long periods of time.
the fear can be debilitating, or at the very least, distasteful. So it’s
Regretfully though, once the passion withers away or the
easier to just avoid it altogether. On the other hand, artists and
passionate people pass on, dreams die. History is replete with
leaders seek out that feeling. They push
stories of dreams and visions that were planted, flourished and
themselves to the edge, to the
then became unsustainable. Sometimes, all that remains are
place where the fear lives.
self-delusional facades or crumbling ruins of those past glorious
By feeling it, by exposing
dreams. Yet, at times, those dying dreams continue to be
themselves to the resismanaged, with the belief that such management is leadership.
tance, they become
more alive and do
Recently, my travels outside of the BC educational landscape
work that they’re
have shaped and reinforced my understanding that some
most proud of.
organizations (educational or otherwise, without and within BC)
are entrenched in the belief that the management of yesterday’s
outdated visions is leadership.
Given the unprecedented changing educational landscape
across the globe, the time is ripe for new could be’s and
should be’s. Our mission for our Christian schools must
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The fear doesn’t care, either way. The choice is to spend our time
avoiding that fear or embracing it.7

Discussion Questions:

Avoiding that fear also avoids the dreaming; embracing that
fear, or even just giving the space for the could be’s to be freely
considered, creates the fertile ground for Christian schooling to
continue to flourish.

• How is our school community wrestling with the gap
between our practice and our desire?
• How is it evident that our school board is a 20/80
board?

Let’s remind ourselves of the most repeated Scriptural imperative
– don’t be afraid. Over and over again, our Lord reassures us to
go in faith and explore the could be’s. He encourages us to be
strong and courageous. He provides us with the Spirit of truth
[who] will guide us into all truth.8 So, let’s not offend Him with
our entrenched timidity, clinging to our what is.

• What are some of the could be’s and should be’s our
school community should be considering? What are
we afraid of?

Our could be’s should be.
Bill de Jager (bill.dejager@twu.ca)
is an SCSBC Director of Learning
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All references for this article can be found on The Link Online. Please
go to www.newsletter.scsbc.net and navigate to this title.

Fundraising as Ministry
When you think of the word fundraising, what comes to mind?
Fundraising within a Christian context is an integral and critical
element to the work we are doing in Development in our
Christian schools. It is a part of our mission.
But what does it mean to raise funds within a Christian context?
Is Christian fundraising nothing more than secular fundraising,
with some Bible verses strewn throughout appeal letters?
Consider a different perspective, one where the fundraising
process is about facilitating the work of God to transform hearts
to the image of Christ. If the focus of fundraising is to facilitate
God’s work in the hearts of His believers, then the priority is to
see a transformation of the heart first, which will then result in
generosity.
Transformation can be defined as a process in which we reflect
an ever-deepening understanding of the love and generosity of
God. Scripture repeatedly calls us to be stewards of God’s grace,
of life, of possessions. To steward something requires that we
recognize that the thing in question does not belong to us and
that we are responsible for how it is used.
Can fundraising truly be a part of growing stewards to be rich
toward God? The answer is a resounding YES!
Fundraising as ministry means mentoring, discipling and
helping believers to become eternally rich toward God, and as
a result they will be generous, reflecting the generous heart of
God. God has given each of us a unique role to play in facilitating a “revolution of generosity” to Christ’s kingdom.1
God’s people give to God’s work as they are led by the Spirit of
God. Recognizing this will likely mean changing the way you go

about raising funds and relating to givers. It also eliminates the
spirit of competition: a dollar given elsewhere for a Kingdom
cause is not a dollar lost, but one contributing to the spiritual
growth of the giver.
Articulating a clear vision is important: people will ultimately
only respond with stewardly giving if they understand and
identify with the mission and vision of our schools. But our work
goes beyond that.
A relationship with supporters that leads to ongoing spiritual
transformation (in them and us) builds the kingdom of God,
including our schools. If we ask our donors to make a transactional giving decision, we will fail both our schools and the
kingdom of God.
Christian fundraising is not a means to an end. It is an end in itself!
A challenge! Are we modeling faithful, godly stewardship?
The first step in the transformation of our schools is our own,
personal transformation.
We need to be the steady, clear voices for holistic stewardship in our schools, remembering that God is a God of infinite
abundance. As Christians, we are called to lives of stewardship
as managers of all that God has entrusted to us. And our giving
reflects our gratitude for what God has provided.
Cathy Kits (cathy.kits@scsbc.net) is
an SCSBC Consultant for Development
All references for this article can be found on The Link Online. Please go
to www.newsletter.scsbc.net and navigate to this title.
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Every Child Belongs: Cultivating a Community of Inclusion
by Jenny Williams
Do we really understand what God does through disability and
how we are blessed through it?
Including Isaac is an inspirational video that shows the positive
impact a student living with disabilities can have on others in
his school1. Isaac, a student at Byron Centre Christian School
in Michigan, has severe disabilities caused by spinal muscular
atrophy. This debilitating and deteriorating condition confines
him to a bed. It is inspiring to see the passion with which the
school has facilitated Isaac’s inclusion and how the school’s
attitude has allowed Isaac to live an integrated life as a valued
member of the school community.

Including Isaac kaylaproject.com bradleyproductions.com
Research shows that children with disabilities benefit from
school inclusion programs; moreover, other students in the
school are able to learn crucial life skills, unselfishness, empathy,
and respect based on the sanctity of life.
All of us are fearfully and wonderfully made,2 with special,
God-given gifts to share. Matthew 22:36-40 speaks to the special
place Jesus has in his heart for children, teaching us that in God’s
kingdom, each child is valued, gifted, and deserving of grace.
Seen through the lens of a fallen creation, every human being
is disabled. Not all disabilities are visible in a physical sense, but
each of us carries the disability of our sinful nature. We have all
been saved by Christ’s redemptive work and have been included
in the body of Christ. Isaac has had a life changing impact on
the students and staff at Byron Centre Christian School, and this
beautifully captures God’s plan for an inclusive kingdom.
Including students with developmental disabilities in regular
classrooms is a tremendous benefit for the entire school community:
yy Students with disabilities achieve more when they are part
of an inclusive learning environment and are far more likely
to realize economic and other successes when they leave
the school system. These successes include a higher income
potential, increased community involvement, better social
connections, and a greater quality of life3.
yy God works in the hearts of non-disabled children as they
see others model love for people with disabilities. Whole
classes gain greater understanding and appreciation for each
other and those with disabilities. There is less stereotyping of
disabilities and more acceptance of each individual’s specific
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strengths and needs4. Children who grow up in schools where
all students are valued and seen as equal members will learn
to respect and advocate for diversity in the larger community.
yy Children who grow up in schools where all students are valued
and seen as equal members in a caring school community
also gain more sophisticated social and interpersonal skills
and empathy for others5. Non-disabled children become more
aware of the needs of others and become skilled at understanding and reacting to the behaviours of their friends with
disabilities6. Students who have developed relationships with
disabled classmates report that they have increased patience
with “slower” learners7. It is extremely beneficial to provide
children with the opportunity of serving one another and
helping meet the needs of others. Teaching children and
youth how to respect and care for each other instills in them the
belief that we can all contribute – each and every one of us.
yy Serving disabled students provides an opportunity for
students to take on leadership roles where they may not have
otherwise acquired them. When disabled students are incorporated into the classroom, non-disabled students grow in ethical
and moral commitment and become advocates for disabled
friends9. Students also grow in maturity, self-confidence, and
self-esteem8. These factors combine to shape selfless leaders
who love others the way Christ loves each and every one of us.
yy God reveals amazing things about himself through disabilities.
We are reminded how weak we are, how dependant on Him,
and how much we need to turn to God, our source of strength.
We learn to be more grateful, resilient, prayerful, and see God at
work every day, as well as how to be content in every situation.
yy All students do better academically as a result of inclusionbased teaching practices. Teaching strategies and materials
that respond to the special needs of a specific student or
group of students is beneficial for all students. The extra time
necessary to assist all children to learn actually encourages
all students to work harder. Students in inclusive classrooms
consistently do better academically than those in non-inclusive classrooms.10 Helping someone else teaches a child
things not generally taught in the classroom. Many students
have reported that for the first time, they had a real reason
to thoroughly learn the material they were studying in the
classroom and, as a result, got better grades.
Our Western culture idolizes the individual: the strong, the
athletic, the smart, the independent. Inclusion challenges the
idols in our society. Instead of seeing disabilities as an inconvenience, we should be teaching our students how each and
every person has something to contribute and is a blessing. The
more interdependence we cultivate, the stronger our communities and the communities of future generations to come; the
stronger we represent God’s kingdom on earth.
Jenny Williams (jenny.williams@scsbc.net)
is the SCSBC Director of Educational Support Services
1-10

All references and discussion questions, can be found on The Link
Online. Please go to www.newsletter.scsbc.net and navigate to this title.

Growing Pains

by Tim Williams

RECOMMENDED
Check out these resources

The Potential Diseconomies of Scale
As Christian schools grow in size, the prevailing economic
wisdom argues that there are benefits that accrue from
“economies of scale”. Simply put, growth makes it possible for
specialization that then results in efficiency and effectiveness.
These efficiencies should lead to healthier finances, less stressed
staff and better learning outcomes. But are larger schools really
more efficient than smaller schools?
In my work doing financial benchmarking of Christian schools
I am noticing that schools with one full class per grade level
are often financially outperforming schools that have multiple
classes per grade. We are also noticing that as growth occurs,
parents are sometimes less connected to the school community;
evidenced by lower donations of both time and money.
Larger schools can often afford to have the most experienced
administrators and can afford specialists in finance, development, and facilities management. Larger schools can afford to
allow teachers to specialize in one subject area and have less
split grade classes. Larger schools can afford to have principals
without classroom responsibilities that may focus solely on
administrative duties. These are all wonderful outcomes and
often lead to higher morale and financial blessings. These are
the potential benefits of economies of scale.
One superintendent in a school that has not lost its economies
of scale and has maintained a high levels of community involvement said, “I feel like my role is to be the Grinch. I say no to many
wonderful well meaning plans that we can’t really afford.”
The key ingredient to capitalizing on growth appears to be
leadership. Leadership that refuses to lose mission focus. Leadership that is courageous and can say no. Leadership that will put
structure in place to direct and protect the school. Leadership
that can balance the competing priorities for funds.
When Moses was faced with growing pains, it led his fatherin-law Jethro to suggest a different organizational structure.
When the early church had growth pains in Jerusalem, it led to a
change in structure. When the church faced persecution pains it
led to a different “house-church” structure.
Perhaps a change in size, whether larger or smaller, does not
have to negatively impact our mission or effectiveness. It does
perhaps require organizational adaptability and strong servant
leadership.

David and Goliath
Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants
by Malcolm Gladwell
Three thousand years ago on a battlefield in
ancient Palestine, a shepherd boy felled a mighty
warrior with nothing more than a stone and sling,
and ever since then, the names David and Goliath
have stood for battles between underdogs and
giants. David’s victory was improbable and miraculous. He shouldn’t have won. Or should he have?
Gladwell begins with the real story of what happened between the
giant and the shepherd boy those many years ago. From there, David
and Goliath examines Northern Ireland’s troubles, the minds of cancer
researchers and civil rights leaders, murder and the high cost of
revenge and the dynamics of successful and unsuccessful classrooms
– all too demonstrates how what is beautiful and important in the
world arises from what looks like suffering and adversity.

Shaping a Digital World
Faith, Culture and Computer Technology
by Derek C. Schuurman
“Reflecting a deep understanding both of computer technology and biblical truths, Derek Schuurman
draws parallels between the two that enlighten our
understanding and deepen our faith.”
“There are many books on technology. This book is exceptional and
very special. Everyone who wants to understand the real meaning of
the digital world has to read this biblically oriented and wise book.”
“What does it mean to be a Christian in today’s high-tech world?
Engagingly written, this book is a must-read for high-tech Christians
interested in the question of how their faith and their technology
relate to one another.”

Walking with the Poor
Principles and Practices of Transformational
Development
by Bryant L Myers
“Probably the best book on how to do holistic
community development. A must read.”
“This book is a tour de force reflection on the
various theories of the causes of poverty. In an
excellent account, Myers outlines the principles for what he terms
‘transformational development.’ Must reading for anyone who wants
to carefully connect theology and development economics.”

Toxic Charity
How Churches and Charities Hurt Those They Help

S M L

Tim Williams (tim.williams@scsbc.net)
is the SCSBC Director of Finance

by Robert D. Lupton
Giving to those in need what they could be
gaining from their own initiative may well be the
kindest way to destroy people.
“Toxic Charity should serve as a guide and course
correction for anyone involved in charitable
endeavors at home or abroad.”
“If we truly love the poor, we will want to educate ourselves on how
best to serve. This book is a great starting point.”
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NEWS AND EVENTS

UPCOMING
CALENDAR
FEBRUARY

19: ELL Coordinator
Networking Meeting
24: International Ed
Coordinators Networking
Meeting
MARCH

SCSBC Leadership Conference

Decisions that Make a Difference was the theme
of the conference. The plenary emphasized the
concept that “your school is what is it because
of what was decided in the past” and was filled
with examples of critical decisions that are
having long term ramifications; right decisions,
wrong decisions, even a lack of decisions all
have an impact on an organizations’s future.
To watch some highlights from the plenary
including two pre-recorded clips with Dr. Harro
van Brumelen, SCSBC’s first staff member, go to
the SCSBC vimeo channel. The video url is http://
vimeo.com/79240607.

Registration is open for the upcoming
business and development conference
in March. All the details can be found at
busdev2014.scsbc.net.

The Link Online

The Link is digital too. You
can browse The Link Online
at www.newsletter.scsbc.
net. All of the articles in the
print newsletter can be found there, along
with lists of works cited, additional material,
videos and links to references for further
research. As well, you can add your thoughts
to the conversation by leaving a comment.
Articles are archived as far back as 2008,
sorted by category, and completely searchable. We hope you enjoy this dimension of
the voice of SCSBC.

March 17-21 Spring Break
March 24-28: Spring Break
optional second week
APRIL
3: Elementary Principals
Roundtable - tentative
28: International Ed
Coordinators Networking
Meeting
SEPTEMBER
18-20: Christian Schools
Canada Conference
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The DCS school logo was a project that began last spring and culminated in board approval
during the summer. The logo was designed by a local graphic artist, Evelyn Koops. The new logo
depicts the beauty of the Cowichan Valley and reminds us of Christ’s Lordship over it all. In the
cross we see the enduring foundation of DCS and are mindful of God’s faithfulness to this school
community over the last five decades. The imperfect nature of the circle that surrounds the logo
speaks to us all as being a work in progress in Christ. The DCS previous logo of the cross, dove and
sun, was designed in 1979/80 by then Grade 7 student Kim Gerbrandt. Her logo represented the
school for over thirty years.

11-12: Finance, Business
and Development
Conference

OOL

Duncan Christian School’s New Logo

5: Learning Leaders
Networking Meeting

SO C IE T Y OF

One hundred and sixty people with a strong
commitment to Christian education came
together at Surrey Christian School on
November 2, 2013, for our 14th annual leadership conference. Administrators, coordinators,
board and committee members, and others
who are passionate about the future of their
school invested this day for the purpose of
strengthening their leadership roles.

SCSBC
Society of Christian
Schools in BC
7600 Glover Road,
Langley BC V2Y 1Y1

www.scsbc.ca
604.888.6366

